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Abstract— With the rapid development in wireless
communications, the demand for the high data transmission
require increases in spectrum resources because of fixed
spectrum assignment policy is characterized in wireless
network these lead to low spectrum utilization in many
frequency bands but the availability of the spectrum resources
is limited. In this paper Eigenvalue based spectrum sensing
method in cognitive radio is carried out over Nakagami fading
channels. The proposed detection method overcomes the
drawback of other detection method and also, there will not
need to know about noise parameter such as noise variance &
other. Eigen ratio and Threshold is computed using random
matrix theory (RMT) is exploited to formulate the detection
method depending on sample covariance matrix of received
signal. Simulation Result shows that Eigenvalue algorithm
using Hankel matrix approach gives 0.067 to 0.103 better
performance of detection at low SNR by using Nakagami fading
channel.
Index Terms— Spectrum sensing, Energy detection, RMT,
Eigen Value, fading channels, Probability of detection,
probability of false alarm.

I. INTRODUCTION
The tremendous advancement in ISM Bands provide a
Strength Criticism of FCC's traditional process in which
Bands is allocates to a single use, issues excluding licence to
a single existence of user within a geographical area, and
restricts other devices from transmitting power within these
bands. As a result, the FCC is acknowledge reverting its
spectrum allocation policies [1], and is move forwarding with
process. A Cognitive Radio is efficient technique to take
advantage of a more open spectrum policies [2,3]. The design
of Cognitive radio is such that, it can dynamically adapt its
transmission parameter to find and take advantage of
frequencies while minimizing interference. The concept of
cognitive radio is proposed by Joseph Mitola, to solve the
issue of under-utilization of spectrum and has been receiving
an increasing attention in recent years, According to a survey
based on the spectrum sensing & Management conducted by
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American Federal Communication Commission (FCC) at the
end of 2003, the utilization of allocated spectrum ranged
from 15 to 85 % [4]. Some of the bands assigned to mobile
network were highly used while; the bands assigned for
amateur radio were not properly exploited. Hence, the
cognitive radio (CR) technology is used to solve the problem
of low utilization of
Spectrum and increases the spectrum efﬁciency. In other
word, we can say that Cognitive radio is key enabling
technology for improving the utilization of electromagnetic
spectrum. It senses the spectral environment over wide range
of frequency band and exploits the unoccupied band.
In responding to the idea of cognitive radio (CR) coined by
Joseph Mitola [5], IEEE 802.22 working Group was formed
in 2004. IEEE 802.22 standard is known as Cognitive radio
standard, because it contains cognitive features. Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) coordinates the usages
of radio spectrum resources and the regulation of radio
emissions. In order to maintain the primary (licensed) users
right to interference free operation, the secondary users
which are unlicensed user need to regularly sense the
allocated band and reliably detect the presence of the licenced
user signals in this way, secondary user need to have
cognitive radio capability. As an example, in the IEEE
802.22 standard, the secondary users need to detect the TV
and wireless microphone signals and upon their detection,
they are required to vacate the channel within two seconds [6].
For TV primary signals, a probability of detection of 90% and
a probability of false alarm of 10% should be maintained [7].
Therefore, spectrum sensing plays an important role in the
cognitive radio technology to prevent interference to the
primary users and to reliably and quickly ﬁnd the spectrum
hole and utilizes the opportunity.
II. RELATED WORK
In early 1990s, the concept of software defined radios
(SDRs) which introduced by Joseph Mitola [8]. SDR is used
to minimize hardware requirements; it gives user a cheaper
and reliable solution. CR is the new version of SDR
implement in 2000 by J. Mitola and also, investigated the
concept of dynamic spectrum sensing [9]. In particular, need
for antennas that can make a cognitive radio (CR) system
work with other devices across multi-bands, multi-standards
or multi-channels was also described. Since these new
devices must both learn and adapt to their RF environment
for the purpose of establishing seamless communication with
other RF devices according the need. That defined
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characteristics of the cognitive radio as Capability &
Re-configurability. Cognitive radio as a new approach for
efficient utilization of electromagnetic spectrum concept is
given by S. Haykins [10].
In 2015, Min Jia, Xue Wang,
Fang Ben, Qing Guo and Xuemai Gu developed the concept
of Energy detection and Covariance Detection [11], proposed
a new method (An improved spectrum sensing algorithm)
which overcome the limitation of both method and give better
performance in term of probability of detection at low SNR
as well as improved method result as comparing to detection
result of each method. So we can say that the proposed
method find the balance point with computation complexity
and detection performance at same time, this introduce more
reliability in detect results.
Implementation of an Adaptive spectrum sensing
scheme
is
presented
by
Slavonia,
B.Sindhuja,
M.A.Bhagyaveni in 2015 [12]. Adaptive spectrum sensing
scheme is used to adapt sensing according to available
information and frequency changing wireless environment.
In adaptive Spectrum sensing method, Matched filter
technique is applied when there is prior knowledge about
licensed signal, when SNR value is greater than 4dB ED is
applied and EVD is preferred for low SNR value or less than
4dB. In such a way, complexity of spectrum sensing process
is reduced by adaptive spectrum sensing method.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
For system model, We consider a system of one cognitive
radio (CR), one primary user (PU) and fusion center
(FC).When a signal from PU is transmitted, the received
signal by the CR for the detection of PU can be modeled
under two hypotheses (H0 & H1), is gives as follows
H0: y(k) = n(k) : PU is Absent
H1: y(k) = h*s(k) + n(k) : PU is Present

(3.1)
(3.2)

Where y(k) the received signal by secondary users is ,s(k) is
the transmitted signal of the primary user, h is the channel
coefficient and n(k) is AWGN with zero mean and σ2
variance (i.e. N (0,σ2) ).
&
are the sensing states for
absence and presence of signal respectively. The decision
statics D, to check about the presence or absence is made by
making the test on the received signal at Cognitive radio

algorithm to make the ratio of maximum to minimum, and
also threshold computation is based on user interface and
comparator give the output in the term of hypothesis test.
The received signal at receiver can be given as:

At receiver the discrete signal denoted by
, s(n) is the
source signal,
is channel response and order of the
channel is . η(n) are the noise samples.
Considering a subsample L of consecutive outputs are as
follow
T
(3.4)
T
T

(3.5)
(3.6)

As we get,
(3.7)
Where H is matrix of row L and column is N+L.
(3.8)
The following assumption is to be assumed on the basis of
statistical properties of transmitted symbols a channel noise
1) Noise is white
2) transmitted signal and Noise are uncorrelated
As
is the sample covariance matrix of the received
signal
(3.9)
Where L is the smoothing factor, Ns is the number of samples
From the samples covariance matrix we can calculate and get
the largest and smallest Eigenvalue. Eigenvalue represent the
variance in the element as λmax is the largest Eigenvalue and
λmin denote the smallest Eigenvalue. The ratio of maximum to
minimum Eigenvalue (λmax/ λmin) is termed as Eigen ratio.
IV. METHODOLOGY
For Eigen value Detection technique, First we calculate First
step is to calculate the number of received samples and make
the Hankel matrix from it. Hankel matrix is also known as
catalecticant matrix and it is a square matrix having each
skew diagonal is in ascending from left to right values is
constant. Choose the smoothing factor (L) to make number of
column in Hankel matrix. Hankel matrix with row N-l+1 and
L columns are as in equation (4.8)
(4.1)

receiver,
Fig 1. Block Diagram of EVD Technique
The main component of EVD technique is shown in Figure 1
as he samples of received signal comes from system
interference to build Hankel matrix or the covariance matrix,
the Eigenvalue is matrix are calculated by using a specific

Step second is decomposition of matrix as matrix
decomposition means to transformation of given matrix from
one form to another form. Factorization of matrix is the help
of singular value decomposition; SVD determines original
data in a coordinate system in which covariance matrix is
diagonal. In SVD, Q can be factorized as
T
(4.2)
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Where
UT

U = IM×M

(4.3)

VVH = IL×L

(4.4)

4) After decomposition, Obtain Maximum and minimum
Eigenvalue of matrix as represent as λmax and λmin.
5) Compute threshold value, ℽ by using equation (4.6)
6) Calculate the ratio of maximum Eigenvalue to
minimum Eigenvalue and compare it with the
threshold. If (λ_max )/(λ_min.)> ℽ it means primary
signal is present otherwise the signal is absent.

Therefore, U and V is orthogonal matrix. As U and V are
M×M and L×L unitary matrix, as M is the N-L+1. U is left
singular vector for Q and column matrix V is right singular
vector for Q. ⅀ is the rectangular matrix with same
dimension. ⅀ is the diagonal matrix whose non negative
entries are the square root of positive Eigenvalues of QQT.
Step three is calculation of Eigenvalue. From above step
two we get the singular values which are the diagonal entry in
⅀ matrix whose non negative entries are the square root of
positive Eigenvalues of QQT. Arrange the Eigenvalue in the
ascending order and obtain maximum and minimum
Eigenvalue (λmax and λmin) and the compute Eigen ratio as
decision static and compare it with threshold we get, the
result in term of hypothesis as H0 & H1.

V. FLOW CHART

A. Threshold Determination
In general model of spectrum sensing, a threshold must be
determined to compare with the decision statistic of sensing
metric in order to determine the presence of primary user
signal. The decision static (for EVD) is defined as the ratio of
maximum to minimum eigenvalues as follows
(4.5)
Probability of false alarm and decision threshold are derived
based on limiting distribution of eigenvalue based on random
matrix theory. The detection threshold, y, must be estimated
for a required probability of false alarm, by the above
decision statistic. the probabilities of detection and
probability of false alarm are derived based on asymptotical
(limiting) distributions of eigenvalue which is less
complicated and mathematically tractable [16]. The detection
threshold in terms of desired probability of false alarm is
calculated by using the results of the theorem in [17] and [18],

as follows (in our case, M = l)
Where
= Number of Samples
= Smoothing factor
= Probability of false alarm
= Probability of detection
= Threshold value
Represent the inverse of cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of Tracy widom distribution of order 1 [19]. Tracy
widom distribution is Probability distribution function of the
largest Eigenvalues of random Hermitian matrix.
B. Algorithm
` Algorithm for Eigen value algorithm are as follow :
1) Initialization of Parameter which include Number of
samples (N), Smoothing factor (L) and Probability of
false alarm (Pf).
2) Construct Hankel matrix, Q given in equation (4.2).
3) Decomposition of matrix, as given in equation (4.3),
by using SVD, to form equation Q = U ∑VT.

Fig 2. Flow Chart for EVD Technique
VI. RESULT
The results are averaged over minimum 1500 test using
Monte-Carlo Simulation written in MATLAB. Simulation
results are taken using BPSK modulated random primary
signal. Independent and identically distributed noise samples
with Gaussian distribution are used.
Table 1. Various Simulation Parameters
S.No.

PARAMETER

VALUES

1.

Smoothing factor (L)

2.

Noise variance

3.

Number of Samples

200 to 2000

4.

Probability of detection

0.1 to 1

5.

Probability of False alarm
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6.

SNR Range

-20 to 3 dB

7.

Bandwidth

5e6

8.

Sample time

1e-5

9.

Replica of Signal

10.

Number of test in Monte
Carlo Simulation

11.

Detection technique

12.

Modulation technique

BPSK

13.

Simulation Software

MATLAB
9.0.0.341360
(R2016a)

14.

Simulation tool (Package
MATLAB Program using
Deploy tool)

Standalone
Application
(Executable file)
GUI

Channel

Nakagami Fading
Channel

15.

2000 samples is approximately 0.854 to 0.114 greater than
the Pd at 1000 samples at different points.

4
1500
Eigenvalue
Detection

Figure 3 depicts Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve of Eigenvalue detection method with Probability of
detection versus Probability of false alarm at different value
of SNR (SNR =-5dB, SNR=-10dB, SNR=-15dB & SNR =
-20dB), For Smoothing factor = 16, Number of Sample =
500.

Fig 3.
ROC for Probability of detection (Pd) Versus Probability of false
alarm (Pf) at different value of SNR in Eigenvalue based detection

ROC curve in Figure 3, it clear that Pd values is higher at -5dB
SNR level when compare with various SNR level from
higher to lower value (-10dB, -15dB and -20dB) which
proves the good performance of Eigenvalue detection method
at higher SNR.
Figure 4 depicts Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve of Eigenvalue detection method with Probability of
detection versus Probability of false alarm at different
Number of Samples (N =500, N =1000, N =1500 & N =2000),
For Smoothing factor = 16, Signal to noise ratio = -10dB. that
the values probability of detection at 2000 samples is
approximately 0.132 to 0.178 greater than the probability of
detection at 500 samples at different points. The values Pd at

Fig. 4 ROC for Probability of detection (Pd) Versus Probability of
false alarm (Pf) at different value of Number of samples (N) in
Eigenvalue based detection

The values probability of detection at 2000 samples is
approximately 0.040 to 0.066 greater than the probability of
detection at 500 samples at different points.
From ROC, it is clear that Pd values is higher at 2000
samples as compare to varying numbers of samples in
decreasing order having a difference of 500 (500, 1000, 1500)
which proves good performance of Eigenvalue detection
method at higher number of samples.
Figure 5 depicts Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve of Eigenvalue detection method with Probability of
detection versus Probability of false alarm at different value
of Smoothing factor (L =8, L =16, L =24, L =32), SNR =
-10dB, .Number of Sample = 500

Fig 5. ROC for Probability of detection (Pd) Versus Probability of
false alarm (Pf) at different value of Smoothing factors (L) in
Eigenvalue based detection

It clear that Pd values is higher at smoothing factor is 32 as
compare to varying smoothing factor is constantly decreasing
with difference of 8 (8, 16, 32) which proves good
performance of Eigenvalue detection method at higher
smoothing factor .
Figure 5 depicts Receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve of Energy detection method with Probability of
detection versus SNR level at different value of Smoothing
factor (L =8, L =16, L =24, L =32), For SNR range from -21
to -3, Number of Sample = 500 & Probability of false alarm =
0.01. It is clear that from SNR level -22 dB to -9 dB
probability of detection is 0.185 to 0.211 higher at value of
Smoothing factor from 32 to 8. From SNR level -9dB to -6dB
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probability of detection is gradually increase approx. 0.06 at
smoothing factor is 32. When the smoothing factor is vary
from 32 to 16 than values probability of detection is
approximately 0.011 to 0.149 greater at different SNR level.
VII. CONCLUSION
Spectrum is a very precious resource in wireless
communication systems but it become a limited due to
increase in demand of radio spectrum over past few years and
licensed bands are used inefficiently. So it has become a
center point for research and development.
In our work, several spectrum sensing algorithm are
studied. Here, we enhance the performance of cognitive radio
with using proposed spectrum sensing technique in which
does not require knowledge of signal properties, channel and
uncertainty noise parameter, it also overcome the drawback
of energy detection method. In our work. Good performance
of Eigenvalue detection method at higher number of samples
and also, the good performance of Eigenvalue detection
method at higher SNR. The brief simulated result show that
Eigenvalue algorithm using Hankel matrix approach gives
0.067 to 0.103 better performance of detection at low SNR
with compare to other detection method and for higher SNR
values energy detection performance is better.
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